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DALUHAY QUARTERLY 

NEWSLETTER 

Daluhay is a non-profit non-government 

organization based in Baler, Aurora Prov-

ince, Philippines. We aim to sustain the 

flow of life by becoming catalysts in 

strengthening the link between people 

and their environment from ridge to reef 

through a multi-stakeholder approach to 

biodiversity conservation. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 

Magandang Daloy ng Buhay!  

 

Philippine Eagle conservation is a  

consideration of biodiversity’s essence. For 

many, biodiversity is aesthetics for the 

soul. Biodiversity also characterizes  

sustaining the global flow of life;  

preserving this iconic Eagle, the  

abundance of individual species and  

conservation defining the sustainable use 

of marine and other ecosystem resources. 

Our inspirational artistic leader, Mr. Joey 

Ayala recently said that ART gets stronger 

during times of hardship and we aim to 

encourage that as we celebrate.   

 

Paul D. Watts, Dr. Sc.  

President 

 

Sincerely,  
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PHILIPPINE EAGLE CONSERVATION 
Victories during the Philippine Eagle Week 
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Men and Women Dumagat-Alta Forest Guards with Daluhay-RFT Conservation Fellows, Biol. Raquino and Dumagat Forester Dela Torre,  

pose for a group photo after a Patrolling and Monitoring Activity in Dimanayat, San Luis. last June 17,2020.  

in partnership with Rainforest Trust  

June 4-10 marks the week-long national celebration of the  

Philippine Eagle as per Proclamation No. 79, s. 1999.  

On this 22nd year of celebration, with the theme,  

Pangangalaga ng Kagubatan at Buhay-Ilang, Kalusugan ng 

Mamamayan, focuses on the strong link between the protection 

of the forest to the health of the people. Several  

activities were participated and facilitated by the organization.  

 

Daluhay recently received accolades for their work with  

Indigenous Communities to save the Philippine Eagle amidst the 

global pandemic. Over 1,000 viewers, of the webinar series  

by the Philippine Eagle Working Group, listened to Jeffrey Na-

tividad, a Dumagat Forest Guard, who narrated the critical role 

the Indigenous Peoples played as frontliners since the lockdown. 

As guardians of their Ancestral Domain (SOBKL’N) and consider-

ing their knowledge of the forest trails, they also volunteered to 

become the COVID-19 gatekeepers, screening residents and  

non-residents who wish to enter and/or exit their community. 
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The monitoring checkpoints previously established in strategic  

locations to stop illegal logging and wildlife trade were put to good 

use during the pandemic. The volunteerism of the SOBKL’N  

guardians was recognized by the Barangay officials and they were 

given identification cards as members of the inter-agency task 

force on emerging and infectious disease (IATFEID).  

 

After Mr. Natividad’s presentation, Dr. Pajaro emphasized how the 

pandemic isa reminder to be ever cognizant of our intimate rela-

tionship with our environment and the need to prevent poor  

Ecohealth that may give rise to pandemics. Saving the Philippine 

Eagle through the active participation of Indigenous Peoples will 

continue to keep communities safe against infectious diseases.  
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Dr. Pajaro opens the roundtable discussion with inspiring remarks addressed to different stakeholders working together towards forest protection. 

A roundtable discussion was also facilitated by Daluhay on June 10 amongst key stakeholders on Philippine Eagle and 

forest habitat protection. The small group gathering provided the venue for different agencies including DENR, PNP, 

AFP, NCIP and the Provincial local Government and indigenous peoples’ (IP) leaders from Egongot,  

Dumagat, Agta and Alta to discuss current efforts, issues and challenges in forest protection; identify common  

solutions in terms of actions and policies and define complementation arrangements and coordination  

mechanisms to ensure the protection and perpetuation of the Philippine Eagle. Part of the discussion also highlighted 

strategies on how to address death threats to our forest guards and concerned IP community members who are  

actively reporting illegal activities on the area. A new coordinating mechanism and path forward were agreed  

on the one-day event which  incorporates guidelines and protocols for the new normal  response to the pandemic. 

 
Forest Guard Natividad and Dr. Pajaro 

speaking in the webinar series during 

the Philippine Eagle Week 
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Another success story of our efforts to protect the Philippine Eagle and its habitat are with the forest guards of  

San Luis within their ancestral domains. In Brgy. Dibut, Dimanayat and Dikapinisan, the role of the forest guards 

was highly recognized by the Barangay Councils especially in securing the safety of the community. The strict  

enforcement and regular patrolling of the forest guards helps to prevent illegal activities like the illegal hunting of 

wildlife and have helped restrict the influx of outsiders on the area that pose great threat to Covid19 transfer.  

The patrolling efforts of the forest guards in Brgy. Diteki also have fruitful results with the confirmation of the 

threatened species of the Rafflesia spp. Daluhay and the forest guards of Diteki hiked for 7 hours to confirm the 

presence of the Rafflesia flower. Five specific locations were identified with approximately 5 meters distance to each 

other were the flower was noted to have bloomed.  The discovery of the flower validates that the ancestral domain 

harbors diverse and endangered species of plants and serves as a critical habitat . 

 
One of the  Rafflesia sp. Flowers found thriving in the Dumagat-Alta ancestral domain during  

the patrolling efforts of the forest guards and Daluhay-RFT Fellows in Diteki, San Luis last June 24-25,2020. 
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Science to Policy 
Participatory Coastal Resource Assessment 

in partnership with Aurora Coastal Resource Management Technical Working Group 

With quarantine restrictions for Aurora slightly adapted to the new normal, the Aurora Coastal Resource Management 

Technical Working Group (CRM-TWG) embarked May 26th 2020 on a 6-day Participatory Coastal Resource  

Assessment (PCRA) of the Municipality of Casiguran led by the Municipal Environment and Natural Resource Office. 

Daluhay aided in the organization, scientific assessment and provided recommendation for ecosystems and  

conservation status aligned with the goal of the municipalities of creating Marine Protected Areas and critical habitats. 

Following the ridge to reef approach, the team assessed the beach forest and mangrove area, seagrass meadows, 

stretches of coral reefs on the coastline for an overview of the coral reef habitats as well as specific coral reef areas for 

fish census and coral community composition. The team covering the socio-economic analysis carried out several 

participatory techniques to gather information on the perceived state of the habitats, use and issues by the  

community, such as participatory mapping and seasonal calendars. 

Team members were able to spot a whale shark and two marine turtles of medium and large size roaming the area. 

Whale sharks are considered a globally endangered species and travel vast routes. The same holds true for sea  

turtles, listed as endangered to critically endangered. During the socio-economic assessment, locals pointed out 

those vulnerable dugongs roam around San Ildefonso. Important ecosystem engineers of sea grass beds, are  

frequently spotted feeding on the sea grass meadows. Also dolphins are coming to feed almost every morning 

around the tip of the peninsula, indicating abundance of fish and a healthy ecosystem worth protecting.  

A management plan is set to be completed by the end of July 2020. 

 
Daluhay volunteer—Tropical Marine Conservationist Isabell Kittel assessing reef health in  a potential Marine Protected Area in Casiguran 
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Indigenous Entrepreneurship 
A link between Nature, Culture and Society 

in partnership with Forest Foundation Philippines 

The Agtas of Dinalungan, Casiguran, and Dilasag in Aurora Province primarily rely on fishing, farming and foraging 

of forest products for sustenance. Seasonal changes have brought great challenges to their primary livelihood and 

shaped the socioeconomic aspects of the communities. The project “Initiating a Network of Indigenous Communities 

Conserved Areas and territories (ICCAs) in Central Sierra Madre” aims to grow forests, advocates, partnerships and 

livelihoods together with Forest Foundation Philippines. Late last year, our partners have identified Indigenous  

Entrepreneurship ventures that they want to take on as a community to serve as supplemental livelihood, especially 

in times where seasons of sea, agriculture and forest products are not at peak.  

With the hopes of a sustainable future, we see Indigenous Entrepreneurship  as a key to bringing nature, culture and 

society together for stronger management of ICCAs in Aurora. Natural materials gathered from the forests that have 

been protected by the Agtas since the time of their ancestors are woven into designs that have been passed on 

from one generation to another. All forms of supplemental livelihood chosen by the communities have the goal to 

work towards culture preservation and enrichment and protection of natural resources.  

Sample Nito sling bag and hat made by the Agtas of Casiguran  
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This year, the project was able to conduct  

workshops on business planning, product  

development and financial management. 

Amidst the pandemic, handicraft weaving of 

Sabutan (Pandus sabotan) and Nito (Lygodium 

c i r c ina tum ) ,  f i sh  p rocess ing  and  

Ethno-ecotourism are at different stages of  

implementation. An initial online market  

research on Nito handicraft items has been 

conducted among potential buyers outside 

Aurora and showed promising results in spite of 

the pandemic, given a few considerations.  

On the other hand, our partners are moving 

forward by formally forming a fish processing 

organization to be registered with DOLE.   

With the hopes of a sustainable future, we see 

Indigenous Entrepreneurship  as a key to  

bringing nature, culture and society together 

for stronger management of ICCAs in Aurora.  

Above: Fish (White Marlin ) Embutido 
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THE TEAM 

The DALUHAY team consists of a dedicated 

Board of Directors, other volunteers and contrac-

tual  front-line community workers applying their 

passion  for sustainable development through 

contractual  opportunities.  Current team mem-

bers and their areas of overall contribution are:  

DALUHAY BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 

Raymond Pajaro  

Chair and Founding Board Member  

 

Paul Watts 

President and Vice Chair 

  

Purisima Juico 

Secretary/Treasurer and Founding Board Member 

 

THEMATIC BOARD MEMBERS 

 
Joanna Imsum-Lim 

Maternal and Child Health 

 

Alex Sipho Stuart 

Agricultural Biodiversity 

 

Sharon Teh 

Community-Based Development and Law 

 

Eli Guieb III 

Community Development 

 

ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS  
 

Matt Blackburn 

(United Kingdom) 

 

Andrea Ulrich 

(Switzerland) 

 

Gian Valenzuela 

(New York) 

FORMER BOARD MEMBERS 
 

Charlito Juico 

Founding Board Member  

 

Marivic Pajaro 

Founding Board Member  

  

Ronie Caanawan 

Thematic Board Member – 

Development and Indigenous Peoples 

 

Anacoreta Arciaga 

Thematic Board Member - 

Community Deveopment 

 

FRONT-LINE COMMUNITY WORKERS  
 

Marivic Pajaro  

Executive Director  

 

Mark Edison Raquino  

Research & Development Coordinator 

  

Marilyn Dela Torre  

Forest Specialist & Researcher  

 

Mary Shan Faye Alejos  

Communication and Livelihood Specialist , 

Researcher & Q Editor 

 

Ria Esteves 

Local Community Facilitator 

 

Erica Jeniece Zafra  

Resource Management Specialist  

 

Isabell Kittel 

Volunteer 
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Did you enjoy reading any of the articles? We are 

open to your  insights regarding our stories. Do you 

think we can collaborate in the future? To learn more 

about our projects and activities, you may visit our 

website www.daluhay.org or you can send us an 

email at  daluhay@gmail.com. We will get back to 

you as soon as we can.  

We’d love to hear from you! 

The DALUHAY QUARTERLY is published in July, October, January and April 


